Abstract
All existing methods for automated data/computation decomposition share a common failing: they are very sensitive to the original loop structure of the program. While they find a good decomposition for that loop structure, it may be possible to apply transformations (such as loop interchange and distribution) so that a different decomposition gives even better results.
We have developed automatic computation decomposition methods that are not sensitive to the original program structure.
We can model static and dynamic data decompositions as well as computation decompositions that cannot be represented by data decompositions and the owner computes rule.
We make use of both parallel loops and doacross/pipelined loops to exploit parallelism. We describe an automated translation of the decomposition problem into a weighted graph that incorporates estimates of both parallelism and communication for various candidate computation decompositions.
We solve the resulting graph problem exactly in a very short time using a new algorithm that has shown to be able to prune away a majority of the otherwise vast search space. We assume that the selection of the computation decomposition is followed by a transformation phase that reorders the iterations to best match the selected computation decomposition. Our graph includes constraints to ensure that a reordering transformation giving the predicted parallelism exists.
introduction
The task of mapping a program written in a sequential programming language onto a multi-processor machine can be divided into two subproblems: deciding how to distribute the computation amongst the available processors and deciding how to order the computations.
Finding a close to optimal solution in a feasible amount of time for either of these problems in isolation is a difficult and open problem; it is even more difficult to solve these problems simultaneously. We solve the sub-problems sequentially.
However, in doing so we must be mindful of the fact that the two problems are tightly coupled and use this information when ordering the problems and when devising methods to solve the problems (especially the one we decide to solve first). In deciding how to distribute the computations amongst the available processors, we want to minimize the amount of communication between processors while at the same time Permission to make digitaI/hatd copies of all or part of tbh material for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for pmtit or cornmemial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and ita date appear, and notice is given that copyright ia by permission of the ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to mdistnbuta to lists, requires specific permission andlor fee. Throughout this paper, we make a number of simplifying assumptions, such as the assumption that all loops have n iterations.
Some of these assumptions could be eliminated at the cost of substantial complications to our framework. However, the point of this paper is not to identify which of two decompositions is 10~0 better than the other; our cost model is not sensitive or accurate enough to answer these kinds of questions.
It is unclear if there is any way to answer those kinds of questions other than by performing time trials on the target machine.
Our methods are designed to find a distribution such that no significantly better distribution exists, and could be easily altered to generate a list of all such decompositions, The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we describe our methods to determine the parallelism inherent in the programs analyzed.
In Section 3 we describe our communication cost model. In Section 4 we describe our algorithm to simultaneously optimize communication and parallelism, together with the pruning strategies that make it feasible. In Section 5 we describe our alignment algorithm that selects constant offsets to add to the linear space mappings found in Section 4. In Section 6 we give experimental results to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithms.
In Section 7 we discuss related work and finally in Section 8 we state our conclusions. Our system is designed to select a space mapping for each statement from amongst a finite set of candidate space mappings. In our current implementation, the set of candidate space mappings consists of each dimension in the original iteration space plus zero (which corresponds to not distributing). whenever there is some reason to believe they might be desirable. We wish to analyze the parallelism that would result from selecting each candidate space mappings without being influenced by the original loop order.
Our current implementation considers all legal loop permutations of each statement (including all combinations of reversing the loops). It would also be possible to extend our implementation to consider other unimodular loop transformations (including skewed transformations) whenever there is some reason to believe they might be desirable. The candidate space mappings are classified according to the amount of synchronization they will require (and hence how much parallelism they permit ) with each particular loop permutation.
Even if all permutations of the loops are considered (a number which is exponential in the number of loops), only a very small amount of time will be required, since each statement is considered separately and statements are seldom nested within more than 4 or 5 loops. Each candidate space mapping is given an overall classification baaed on the amount of synchronization it will require using the best permutation for that particular candidate.
Synchronization costs
To analyze the amount of synchronization that will be required for a particular candidate with a particular permutation, the structure of the loops that would ultimately be used must be considered. We analyze the general case of using a block-cyclic distribution rather than separately analyzing both the block and cyclic cases. where n is the number of iterations per loop, B is the block size and P is the number of physical processors.
The maximum amount D, by which different processors will be out of lock-step is computed as follows:
q If any dependence are carried by the distributed loop, the expected delay between the time processor p can start, and the time processor p + 1 can start, will be L + B?zm-' , where L is the inter-processor message latency.
The wait from when the first processor reaches a barrier until the last reaches the barrier will be P -1 times the delay between successive processors. We simplify this slightly to estimate D = P(L + Brim-y). To perform a barrier synchronization, the processors must exchange messages (costing L) and synchronize (costing D). Since D~L, we simplify the barrier cost to D.
Pipeline interruption
B loop from the last Consider a dependence carried by the tv processor to the first processor.
As estimated before, the last processor may lag behind the first processor by up to D units of time.
The difference in time between when a message is sent by a statement inst ante in iteration bl of the tf loop on processor p and when a corresponding message is received by a statement instance in iteration bl + 1 of the tvB loop on processor p may be up to D + L.
However, any dependence carried by the t$ loop will be either forward or loop independent with respect to loops t= +1 through tv--l.
So, during this time, processor p will be ak,le to execute all of block bl which will require Bnm -X-1 units of times.
We time is added to the overhead estimate (intended to represent the difference between the amount of work in a rectangular iteration space and a triangular iteration space). In Section 3 we will see how the communication estimates will be higher for cyclic distributions.
Compatible candidates
After parallelism analysis has been performed, the minimum degree of synchronization that will be required for each candidate will be known.
For 
The Search Problem
The space mapping selection problem is now represented as a weighted graph. With the exception of the candidate space mappings described in Section 4.1, the graph will cent ain a node corresponding to a each candidate space mapping of each statement.
The node weights will be the parallelism overheads as derived in Section 2 and the edge weights will be the communication estimates as derived in Section 3. The problem is to select exactly one node for each statement such that the sum of the costs of selected nodes and costs of edges between selected nodes is minimized. However, by using an exact algorithm to solve the search problem, we know that any imprecision is bounded by the imprecision of the performance estimates, rather than being unbounded as would be the case if we used a heuristic algorithm to solve the search problem.
Within this framework, we can easily substitute different performance estimation algorithms until we find the one that best trades off precision and efficiency. The basic approach to solving the search problem is simple; an exhaustive search is performed through all possible selections of nodes and the one with the lowest overall cost ia {chosen. To solve the problem in a feasible amount of time, we have developed a number of effective but optimalitypreserving pruning strategies. Figure 6 shows a simplified version (without any optimizations) of the recursive depthfirst search algorithm.
Ck is the list of nodes for statement k, N is the number of statements,~;(s) is the parallelism overhead associated with using mapping s for statement i, and e~j (s~, S3) is the total cost of communication between statements i and j under mappings s, and sj respectively (or infinity if the nodes correspond to the optimistic versions of incompatible candidates).
Pruning Strategies
Orce the cost of at least one solution has been determined, its cost can be used to prune the search space. Suppose a solution with cost c has been found and we are currently considering a partial solution defined by a function S from some subset of the statements to the space mappings currently being considered for those statements. We define:
If F(S)~c, then consideration of the partial solution can be terminated, since its total cost cannot be better than that of the solution already found. 
That is, lb(S) is the sum of the edge costs from all statements for which a candidate has been chosen to the best candidates of each of the statements for which a candidate has not been chosen, plus the node costs of each of these candidates. If
P(S)
+ lb(S)~c then consideration of the partial solution can be terminated.
Given that complete solutions with low costs allow us to prune more than complete solutions with high costs, it is advantageous to find low cost solutions early in the search process.
The candidate space mappings of each statement can be considered in any order, so we choose an order that is most likely to lead to a complete low cost solution as early as possible.
For each unselected statement i, the candidates space mappings s are ordered according to P(S U {i + s}). The statements can also be considered in any order. The subtree of the best candidate for each statement will usually have to be extensively explored, however we would like to avoid having to explore the subtrees of the other candidates. If selecting the second-best candidate of a statement will cause the total cost to rise substantially then only a few more statements (if any) will have to be considered before the total cost rises to a point where the partial solution can be pruned.
So, when selecting the statement to explore next, we choose the one whose second best candidate will add the most to the total cost; that is, the statement i whose second best candidate s is most expensive according to:
Note that there is no fixed order in which the statements are considered. At each stage, the statement considered next will depends on the current context. For example, for the program in Figure  5 the alignment algorithm might select "DIM-l" as the constant to add to the space mapping of statement 1. In the previous section we basically assumed that the same constant would be added to all space mappings; so nearest-neighbor communications will only be eliminated if the linear space mappings assigned to their respective statements in the previous section are equal. We try to improve on this by adding potentially different constants to each space mapping.
However, we regard any such improvements as a bonus, and cert airily don't claim to solve the problem exactly.
Due to severe space limitations, we are unable to describe our algorithm here but it is a fairly straightforward greedy heuristic.
6
Experimental Results
This section first gives experimental results to show that our algorithms normally execute in a feasible amount of time. The left half of Table 2 gives a breakdown of our execution times for a variety of benchmark programsl The times listed are in seconds and are as measured by Quantify2 on a SPARCstation 10/51. The right half of Table 2 shows a comparison between the unoptimized version of our search algorithm ( Figure 6 ) versus our fully optimized pruning search algorithm. The Calls column is the number of recursive calls to the search procedure , while the Time column is amount of time in seconds, spent in the search procedure (times marked with a w are projected times).
Effectiveness
The first program used to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithms is adi (as shown in Figure  7 ), a program fragment used in alternating direction implicit integration. Our parallelism analysis phase produces the results shown in Table 3 
If we set the communication to computation ratio parameter to a more realistic value such as 1.0, then the space mappings shown in Figure 8 (b) are obtained. These space mappings result in the first four statements being parallelized and three of the last four statements being pipelined, but they result in only 4 n3 and 4 n2 interprocessor communications.
Other researchers [AAL95] have shown that data distributions analogous to these space mappings produce close to linear speedups on several shared memory machines.
If we set the communication to computation ratio parameter to an even higher value such as 100.0 (as might be the case for a network of workstations), then the space mappings shown in Figure 8 (c) are obtained. These space mappings result in all statements being execut ed sequentially, with no inter-processor communication. 8: Ou; aim is a system that produces the same result (hopeful] y an optimal result) regardless of the form in which the prc,gram is originally presented. We applied our system to all six loop permutations for Cholesky decomposition and found the same decomposition for each. We have not found any other system that is able to reproduce these results. We also derived consistent data decompositions for all 6 permutat ions of Gaussian elimination, and for various loop restructurings of adi. In fact, our system is guaranteed to produce the same results if the transitive dependence can be calculated correctly.
If dependence relations are used, then this is adways the case. If extended direction vectors are used, then the calculations may not be exact, although we have observed this only in the case of imperfectly nested loops. It should also be noted that the accuracy of our techniques depend on the accuracy of dependence analysis.
7 Related Work By using an exact algorithm to solve the search problem, we know that any imprecision is bounded by the imprecision of the performance estimates, rather than being unbounded as would be the case if we used a heuristic algorithm to solve the search problem. The performance estimates used in our current implementation are admittedly somewhat crude. However, as we stated in the introduction, the point of this paper is not to identify which of two decompositions is 10~o better than the other; Rather, our methods are designed to find a distribution such that no significantly better distribution exists. Our system remains heuristic in one major way: we combine the effects of parallelism and communication simply by multiplying one by a constant parameter and then adding them together.
This method of combination will be inaccurate if communication can be substantially overlapped with computation or with other communication. This heuristic was forced on us by a "chicken and egg problem": it is difficult to distribute the computations until the final order of the computations is known, but it is also difficult to order the computations until the distribution is known. Our heuristic works well in practice because the largest communications are unlikely to be substantially overlapped with computation.
In future work, we will look into deriving multidimensional space mappings and will continue our work on determining the best order in which to execute iterations, given the space mappings determined here. 
